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IN THE CTRCUTT COURT OF CqOK COUT.JTTI,il&rNOrS
COUNTY DEPARTMEI\N"- HIM DTVIST Cifi

MICFIAEL BARSICH,
Plaintiff,
v.

ALDzuDGE ELECTRIC,INC.,
THOMAS P. ADAMSON, JR. &ASSOC.,
INC. a/k/a THOMAS ADAMSON
ASSOC., RITEWAY-HUGGINS CONST.
SERVICES,

INC.

Defendants.
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PI.AINTIFF?S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
NOW COMES the Plaintiff, Michael Barsich, by and through his attorneys
and

Adamson,

Jr. &

Judgment, states

in response to Defendants', Aldridge Electric, Inc., and Thomas P.

Associates alkla Thomas Adamson Association Motion
as

for

Summary

follows:

NATIIRE OF THE CASE
This case involves an injury to the Plaintiff which occurred on Juiy 11, 2or.1. Mr.
Barsich was employed by McHugh Construction as an ironworker and was working on the

roof at the 3r't Street Harbor- Landslide Project in Chicago.
Plaintiff sustained injuries when he fell on the project due to what are described
below as unistruts or imbeds. As Mr. Barsich traversed the project in furtherance of his

work he encountered a loose unistrut which had been Ieft on the rooftop of the project by

either Aldridge Electric (electrical subcontractor) or Thomas Adamson,

Jr. &

Sons

(plumbing subcontractor)
Plaintiffhas filed suit alleging general negligence, retained control and premises
liability.

In the motions for summary judgment Defendant Aldridge and Adamson posit that
they cannot be held liable because there is no evidence that they did anlthing

wT

ong that

caused Plaintiffs injuries. The Court must deny the motion because questions of material

fact remain outstanding on these issues.

Stcind.cirds to be Apptied to q

Motionfor Sutntnary Judgrnent

Summary judgment is appropriate only where the evidence submitted by the parties

fails to establish a genuine issue as to any material fact. See 735 ILCS $ 5/z-rooS (c). In

ruling on a motion for summary judgment, the court must construe the pleadings,
depositions and affidavits in the light most favorable to the nonmoving parfy. Gen. Cas.

Ins. Co. v. Lacey, r99Ill.zd z9t, zB4 (zooz); Price v. Hiekory Point Bank & Trust,362

Ill.App.3d

72:17, TILS

(4 Dist. zoo6). Meanwhile, all of the evidence is to be construed

strictly against the movant. Adams v. Northern Illinois Gas Co., zrr Ill.zd 32,43 (zoo+).
The purpose of a summary judgment proceeding is not to try an issue of fact, but
merely to determine whether any genuine issues of fact exist. Happel v. Wal-Mari Stores,

Inc., r99 Iil.zd t7g, tB6 (rgg8). A plaintiff is not required to prove his case to survive

a

summary judgment motion. Simmons v. American Drug Stores. Inc.,3z9 Ill.App.3d 38,42

(r Dist. zoo2); Haupt v. Sharkey, 358 lll.App3d2L2,83z N.E.zd r9B, 2ol (znd Dist. zoo5).

In fact, even where the facts
denied

themselves are undisputed, summary judgment must be

if reasonable people could draw more than one conclusion or inference from those

undisputed facts. Adams,

zu

I1l.zd at 4g Bohner v. Ace American Ins.

Co.

, 359Ill.App.3d

6zt,6zg (z Dist. zoo5).
Summary judgment is a drastic means of disposing of litigation and should be
granted only where the right of the moving party is clear and free from doubt. Outboard
Marine Corp. v. Libertv Mut. Ins.

Co

., L}4lll.zd go, Loz (tggz); Adams, zrr Ill.zd af 43.

Respondent's

fall

EVIDENTIARY RECORD
oecurred on the roof of the parking strucfure

at

the

aforementioned project. Ex. r is a photograph demonstrating the deck, taken on June 6,

2oL1 not taken on the date of the fall. The photograph does show examples of unistruts
found on the deck of the same size, shape and color

as

the unistrut causing Plaintiffs injury

The location of the unistruts is not the same location as Plaintiffs fall (Ex. z- Plaintiffs
dep. p rro ln.

z- p. 115ln.rz).

Barsich had seen these unistruts on other construction sites prior to this project (Ex.

z p. Br ln. 14- z4). However he had never seen unistruts just laying around on this project
before he fell (Ex. z p.

15S

ln B-rr ).

Additionally he had seen both electricians and plumbers using unistruts on this
project prior to his fall (Ex. 2p.B4ln z3 - p. 86 ln. z4; p. t;.7In. rz-r8).
Just prior to the fali Barsich was in the process of carrying construction material
known as spacers to the area he was to install them on. He was carrying the spacers on his

right shoulder and he fell
2 p. 65 ln.

as he was

stepping from one of the I beams dovrn to the deck (Ex.

r-ro). The spacers are about four feet long and

Barsich was carrying them out in

front of him (Ex. z p. 16o ln r8-zr). The spacers are often also laying on the deck and
Plaintiffwould be checking for spacers

as he crossed

the deck (Ex. z p. rS7ln. r4-zo).

The unistrut that caused this fall was located about one foot from the beam P1aintiff

was crossing over ( Ex. z P.

4z ln. 4-9 ). The plaintiff did not look down exactly where he

was about to step, but was looking either to the right or left for objects (p ex. 2 p 159 ln. BL4).

Tahquanzar Pickett was also a McHugh ironworker. Pickett worked at times right

nert to both electricians and plumbers (Ex. g p. 241n. 5-rz). McHugh does not
unistruts (Ex. S p. 30 ln.

z3-

use

p. 31 ln. S). Typically he would see electricians use these

struts (Ex. S p. 31 ln. g-72) Pickett specifically saw electricians installing unistruts on this
project (Ex. g P.S+in.r
S p.

99ln.

n-

- P. SS ln. r) Pickett witnessed Plaintifffall due to the unistrut (Ex.

p. 4oln. 4; p. 58 ln. r5-r7 ).

Joe Gall, an Aldridge foreman was also deposed herein. Gall performed work on the

roof or "lid" of the 3r't. garage (Ex. + p. 25 ln. z-6. According to Aldridge's safety plan
Aldridge was to keep aisles clear and according to Gall the roof qualified as an aisle. (Ex. +
p. z5ln. 16 - p.26ln. S).
Gall would complete daily work reports and give them to his superior Jim

4p.27In.

zz- p. 28 in. r5; p.g41n.

S-Z). The daily report for July

11, 2011

Taff

(Ex.

has never been

produced and as such Plaintiff is entitled to an IPI 5.or instruction. These reports detail
where and what work was done by Aldridge. The Plaintiff is entitled to the inference that
the document for July rr, zotr would be adverse to Aldridge.

Aldridge installed lamp posts, junction boxes and conduit on the roof (Ex. 4 p.
9-15; p. 791n.3-9 ; p.

3S

ln.

46In. ro - p. 47In. r5).

Aldridge did use unistruts on the roof as well as the plumbers (Ex. 4 p. 29In. 4-rB;
p. 5o ln.

rz-

p. sr ln. t).

Gall personally observed plumbers instaliing unistruts which are also referred to as
embeds(p. 85In. 20

-

p. 86In. 13; p. 93In. 5-1il.

Joe Porter, a Riteway employee, was shown the photograph bate stamped as JMCC

rzs8 (Ex. t).

Based upon his experience

in construction he testified that the unistruts in Ex. r

were installed by electricians or plumbers. (Ex. 4 p. B ln.

t7-

p. 9 ln. 5; p. 58 ln. B - p. 59,

ln. rs).
Walt Krueger, an Adamson foreman was deposed. Krueger saw Aldridge employees
perform work on the deck consisting of installing piping for lighting. The piping would be
cast in the concrete pour at the bottom of the rebar. Typically this piping would be secured

with the use of unistruts (Ex. 6 p. 56In.

3-

p.SB ln.+).

Adamson used embeds on the deck level of the garage, also called the roof or lid
and the embeds would be installed before the pour (Ex.6 p. 26In.

9-

p. 27Ln. t2; p.3z ln.

4'7).
Adamson's work on the deck would be performed before the ironworkers were
completely finished (Ex.6 p. 52 ln. t7-zt). Adamson was on site and performed work on
July rr, 2011. (Ex. 6 p. 39In. 6-ry).

Jim

MeGeever, McHugh's ironworking superintend.ent was deposed. He testified

that he had seen unistruts up on the deck and that they were tlpically used by both
electrical and plumbing subcontractors (Ex. Z p. 33 ln. z4

-

p. 34 In.

rz).

He also saw

Adamson plumbers use unistruts on the deck where Plaintifffell before the fall (Ex.Z p.72

ln

r-

p. Z3ln. rr).

Defendant Aldridge on p.3 of its motion misconstrues Plaintiffs testimony. Plaintiff
had actually finished work in one bay, this required him to traverse a certain path several

times, however he had finished this and was proceeding to a new bay when the fall
occurred. (Ex. z p. 60 ln.rz; p. 64ln.z4). This would have been the first time Barsich had
taken this route before he fell.

ARGUMENT
In most

cases, breach and

See, e.g., Jefferson

proximate cause present factual issues that must be left to a jury.

v. Citv of

Greene v. Citv of Chicago, Tg

Chicago

,

269

Ill.App.3d 672, 675-76

Dist. 1995); and

lll.zd 1oo, 111-12 (rgZB). Moreover, while Plaintiff is by no

means required to prove his case at this stage,

cause, as factual elements

(r't

of a

it merits mention that breach and proximate

negligence action, may

be established by way of

circumstantial evidence; and a plaintiff need not exclude all other possible inferences.
Stojkovich v. Monadnock Bldg., z9t Ill.App.3d 733,739-40 (1st Dist. 1996). Viewing our
record most favorably to Plaintiff, as the non-movant, it is readily apparent that there are

sufficient factual questions to allow this matter to proceed to trial. There has been
competent testimony in the record cited above to indicate that the unistrut that caused
Barsich's injury was the type of material used on this job by both Adamson and Aldridge.

Of interest

In

is Sturtz v. Vicere, 389 Ill. App. B.d 650, cited by Defendant

Ad.amson.

Sturtz the Court pointed out that the issue of proximate cause is generally an issue of

fact for the jury unless the facts as alleged would NEVER entitle the plaintiff to recover.
Clearly this is not present in the case at bar, there is no doubt that the unistrut caused the

injury, the question is only which defendant was responsible for the unistrut and based
upon the evidentiary record the jury is entitled to decide that issue, as there is testimony

linking both defendants to the unistrut.
Instructive to this Court is Heitz v. Hoean, 134Ill. App. 3'd 352 (tgBS). In Heitz.
Plaintiff alleged negligence against two truck drivers in causing a collision. The Appellate
Court reversed a defendant's verdict in part based upon a failure to give IPI r5.or long
version. The Court held that where the evidence shows that the injury complained of could
have been caused by the conduct of two or more defendants that the long form instruction

should be given. Clearly in this matter there is a factual issue as to which defendant piaced
the unistruts. In this circumstance, similar to Heitz the case must be submitted to the jury

and with the use of the long form the jury can decide which defendant was indeed
negligent.

Finally, proximate cause may be established by circumstantial evidence that
supports more than one logical conclusion as long as the conclusion comports with the
common experience of mankind. The records establishes that both Adamson and Aldridge
used unistruts on this project and as such

it is a reasonable conclusion that the

negligence

of one of these movant's caused Plaintiffs injuries and as such summary judgment cannot
be granted.

THE ALLEGEDLY (OPEN AND OBVIOUS" NATURE OF
THE DANGEROUS CONDITION IS NOT DISPOSITTVE
OF MOVANTS' DUTIES AS TO COLTNTS III AND VI.
Adamson and Aldridge claim that they owed no duty based on the "open and
obvious" doctrine. Importantly, though, neither are the landourner, and an examination of

the Counts

III

and

VI reveal that they were not sued in those counts as a "possessor of

land" under the Restatement (Second) of Torts, Section

B$

0965) ("Section 343").

Accordingly, the Court should consider whether these Defendants can properly avail
themseives of the "open and obvious" defense as to counts
concept rooted

in a closely related Restatement provision,

III

and VI. The defense is a

Section

343A. Section 34gA

"limits the liabili$ of possessors of land for open and obvious dangers." Buchaklian v.
Lake CounV Family Y.M.C.A., 3r4 Ill.App.3d 195, zor (z Dist. zooo) [emphasis added];

Clifford v. Wharton Business Group, L.L.C., 953 Ill.App.3d 94, 42

(LsL

Dist. zoo4)

(observing that Sections 343 and 343,4. govern "the right of recovery under the theory of
premises

liability"). Plaintiff submits that, since Section 343 itself is not an element of

Plaintiffs'

case against Adamson and

Aldridge in counts III and VI, it wouid be illogical and

improper to grant summary judgment for either Defendant on the basis of a defense to
Section 343liability as it applies to those counts

Movants have taken the position

.

in these motions that they did not possess or

control the land and therefore should not be allowed to assert the defense of open and
obvious.
Even assuming that movants

are entitled to raise an "open and obvious" argument,

and that the hazard here can be characterized as open and obvious, the argument cannot
succeed under the facts of this case. The existence of an open and obvious danger is not a

per se bar to the imposition of a duty on the defendant. Jackson v. TLC Assoc., Inc., rB5

I11.zd478,425(tggB);zg4|||.App.3.d466(r998).Just
as Section 343A constitutes an exception to the duty stated by Section 343, there are
exceptions to the exception: "A possessor of land is not liable to his invitees for physical

harm caused to them by any activity or condition on the land whose danger is known or
obvious to them, unless the possessor should anticipate the harm despite such knowledge

or

obuiousness." Restatement (Second)

of Torts,

Section 343A

(r) (rq6S) [emphasis

addedl; LaFever v. Kemlite Co., rB5 Ill.zd 3Bo, 39o (rqg8).
The "deliberate encounter" exception, applies "where the possessor has reason to
expect that the invitee will proceed to encounter the known or obvious danger because to a
reasonable man in his position the advantages of doing so would outweigh the apparent

risk." Section

843A, commentlf, LaFever, r85 Ill.zd at

39r. Although

a defendant's duty is

generally a question of law for the court, the applicability of the deliberate encounter
exception may present factual issues that preclude summary judgment. Morrissey v.

Ariington Park Racecourse, LLC, 4o4I11.App.3d

711,

724, 7zB (rst Dist.

zoro). Plaintift

submits that this is true here.

The plaintiff

in LaFever was injured when he slipped on fiberglass

"edge trim," a

waste byproduct of the defendant's manufacturing process. The plaintiff, a truck driver,
was assigned to periodically remove a waste compactor from the defendant's faciliff, empff

it at a dump site, and return it to the premises.

On the day he was injured, the ground

around the compactor was littered with edge trim, which was knowrr to be slippery. The

plaintiff slipped on the edge trim while picking up the compactor. Id., at 384-86. Because
the plaintiff knew that the edge trim was slippery, the defendant ("Kemlite") raised an
"open and obvious" defense. Id., at 39o. In the Illinois Supreme Court's opinion, however,
the defense was unfounded:

... [T]he appellate court errantly concluded that the "deliberate encounter"
exception to the open and obvious doctrine is inappligbte to this case.
Retrieving edge trim from the Kemlite facility was plaintiffs job. In order to
unhook and load the container onto his truck, plaintiff had to walk through
any edge trim that was on the ground ... We find that Kemlite could have
reasonably foreseen that plaintiff would risk walking through the edge trim,
because it was necessary for plaintiffto fulfiIIhis employment obligations.
Id., at 391-92.
Along similar lines, the plaintiffin Preze v. Borden Chemical. Inc., 336 Ill,App.3d 52

(rst Dist. 2oo2), worked for a company ("Scheck") that the defendant ("Borden") had hired

to do routine general maintenance at its manufacturing plant; and was injured when he
slipped on a ladder whose rungs were coated with slippery resin. Preze,336 Ill.App.3d at
S4-5S. Applyrng LaFever, the appellate court reasoned that the plaintiff was charged with

completing a specific task on Borden's proper[y; that the job had to be done despite the
presence of resin throughout the plant; and that

"it was reasonably foreseeable to Borden

that [the plaintiffl would risk an encounter with the resin to fulflil his employment
obligations." fd., at 59.
Notably, the deliberate encounter exception may apply even if there is evidence that

the piaintiff could have accompiished his task another way, without encountering the
dangerous condition. Moreover, the plaintiff does not have to establish that he would have
suffered adverse job consequences had he refused to encounter the condition. The plaintiff

in Morrisselz, a horse trainer, was injured when a horse he was riding slipped and fell on
standing soapy water at the east exit from the training track on the defendant's premises.

Morrissey, 4o4Ill.App.3d at 7L4-t7. The evidence showed that there were other exits the

plaintiff could have used, and the plaintiff made no claim that he would have lost his job
had he opted to use another exit. Id., at726,728. Relying on LaFever, the appeilate court

concluded that neither of these factors rendered the deliberate encounter exception

inapplicable. Given that the east exit was the closest to the training traek, the court
reasoned, there were issues of fact as to whether the defendant could have anticipated that

the plaintiff would use that exit for work purposes, notwithstanding the condition of the
ground

there. Id., at

7zB,

7go. See, also.

IIi.App.3d 747, L4g-So, LS4-56

Ralls

(z Dist. tggz)

v. Village of

Glendale Heights, 2ZS

(defendant could have foreseen that

construction workers would use the shorter of two available paths even though shorter
path was packed with ice and snow).
Based on the evidence of record, movants could. and should have anticipated that

ironworkers, despite the presence of unistruts on the deck, would walk thru the area to

fulfilt their job obligations. Summary judgment would thus be improper. Plaintiff needed
to transport the spacers to another area of the deck and the defendant's shouid recognize

l0

that a worker may deliberately encounter an unsafe condition in order to accomplish his
work.

THERE EXTSTS A QUBSTTON OF FACT AS TO WITETHER
THE I.INISTRI.]-[ WASAN OPENAND OBVIOUS CONDITION
THEREBY REQUIRING DENIAL OF THESE MOTIONS

The deck was filled with construction materials and activity, multiple trades,
electrical, plumbing ironworkers were present. Hence

a

reasonable person would not

necessarily discover the unistruts and therefore can't say the condition was open and
obvious as a matLer of law.
The struts were placed within one foot of where plaintiff was descending from. The

unistrut was not painted in a contrasting color from the deck or marked in anyway so as to
stand out as workers approached. This creates a dispute about the struts visibility and as
such presents a jury question as to whether the strut was in fact open and obvious Wilfong

v. L.J. Dodd, 4or Ill. App. 3.d 3or.

Plaintiff was holding spacers

over his shoulder and they were out in front of him

presumably blocking part of his view looking down. Buchaklian v Chicago Park District,

3t4 I11.App.3d r9S held that

a person cannot

look up to avoid colliding with another and at

the same time look down to protect themselves from tripping. In Buchaklian the Court
reversed summary judgment despite the plaintiff testifying that

"If I

had been looking at

the mat, I would have seen this thing sticking up". Plaintifffurther admitted that she would
not have tripped if she had been looking at the mat.

Adamson's reliance on Sturt, Keating and Majetich is misplaced. Defendant has
asserLed

that the

cases are

similar to that at bar because there was no

eye

witness to the fall

and no testimony as to the cause of the fall. In this matter Tahquanzar Pickett was deposed

l1

and was an eyewitness, additionally both he and the Plaintiff have identified the cause of
the fall to be the unistrut.

The

trio of

cases address whether

or not the plaintiff can prove what object or

condition aetually caused the injury, NOT which of the defendants caused the condition to
exist. As such defendant Adamson's cases are of no value to this motion. Additionaily in

Majetich there was even dispute as to whether the Plaintiff fell in the area of the actual
construction, which is clearly not the case here.

coNcl,usloN
Based upon the record there clearly exists questions of fact as
Adamson and as such the motions as they apply to Counts

to both Aldridge

II, III, V and VI should

and

be

denied. Defendants have failed to demonstrate a lack of factual issues and that they are
entitled to summary judgment as a matter of law.

Plaintiffs Attorneys
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